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Broadcasting Jazz into the Eastern
Bloc—Cold War Weapon or Cultural
Exchange? The Example of Willis
Conover
Rüdiger Ritter

Introduction: A Myth and Its Legacy

Beginning in 1955, jazz was served up nightly by the Voice of America network’s Willis
Conover, the radio announcer who became jazz’s ambassador and avatar for over four
decades. For jazz lovers worldwide, and particularly for listeners in Eastern Bloc countries,
Conover’s show, “MusicUSA” (also known as “The JazzHour”) provided themain source
of knowledge for this music, and it was largely through the filter of his broadcast that each
of the tens of millions of listeners crafted his or her understanding of “America.” Con-
over’s popularity in Cold War-era Eastern Europe would be hard to overstate. When
Conover travelled to the area in the 1950s, he was welcomed with almost religious devo-
tion as “Godfather of Jazz;” his fans took to calling themselves “children of Conover.”1

Mainstream assessments of jazz posited—and continue to posit—equivalence
between “jazz” and the “American way of life;” during the Warsaw Pact era, jazz func-
tioned as a kind of “window to the West.” From such a viewpoint, Conover’s wild
popularity seems to wreathe him in Cold War victory, but such equivalences and
their conclusions are misleading, even mythical. Rather, the reception of Conover’s
radio program can be seen as part of a general mobilization of a whole generation;
“The Jazz Hour” both reflected and added impetus to a modernization process in
the Eastern Bloc—a process which began with the advent of the Cold War and contin-
ued over several decades. However, this modernization was responsive to, and at the
same time independent of, jazz’s associations with the United States.

Despite its importance, the function of Conover and his broadcast as a catalyst for
modernization has so far eluded scholarly research interest. The only existing biography
of Conover2 creates a panegyric picture of the moderator, without a critical approach to
the mythologized assessment of his contribution to the shredding of the Iron Curtain.
But the contradictions within this myth are heavy: the words “children of Conover”
suggest a worldwide unity and unanimity of a globalized jazz community, but this was
a fiction which denied the actual differences and quarrels of individuals and artistic

1Gene Lees, “The Children of Willis Conover,” Jazzletter 4 (1992): 2.
2Terence Ripmaster, Broadcasting Jazz to the World: A Biography (New York: iUniverse, 2007).
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directions in the jazz world. Somemythical descriptions of the hero sharply clashed against
each other, but this did not seem to disturb his fans: on the one hand, Conover’s broadcast
was described as “unpolitical;” on the other hand his fans proudly expressed their opinion
that the crash of state socialism in 1991 was first of all the result of Conover’s broadcast.

The listenership of Conover’s broadcast was immense. Worldwide, the VOA
counted approximately 100 million listeners, of which 20 million in the Soviet bloc lis-
tened to a typical broadcast of Conover’s shows.3 Even if jazz and jazz listening were not
always situated in the visible mainstream of society there, these huge numbers of listen-
ers indicate that the reception of Conover’s broadcast must have been a phenomenon
of considerable social importance. If Conover’s importance to the fall of the Soviet bloc
has been mythologized, it is still worthwhile to query the legacy of the myth, for its
effect and for the processes creating it.

Cold War, Americanization, and Cultural transfer

The Conover myth existed in the framework of the Cold War situation. Examining the
role of Conover, his broadcast, and his listeners, we can detect general structures of cul-
tural contact, of social and political meaning of music, especially jazz, in the Cold War
period. With the shift of the focus to the Eastern Bloc audience, a modification of the
classical description of the Cold War structures is necessary. As I will argue below, lis-
teners of radio, and of jazz broadcasts, turn out to be individuals with their own mind,
resistant to propaganda efforts.

Commonly, jazz history in Europe is described with concepts like “Americanization”
or “American orientation,” and similar terms.4 Despite the foundational connection of
jazz with America, it makes more sense to use the concept of transcultural exchange as a
way to describe the social working of jazz. In many jazz scenes of the Eastern Bloc
countries, intensive discourses on the nature of jazz as either “American” or “own”
music5 took place. In a country like Poland, with a strong popular pro-American senti-
ment (despite official anti-Americanism during the Stalinist period) yet with a conco-
mitant national pride in Polish cultural identity, the recently published history of jazz
in Poland starts not with the American origins of this music, but with jazz’s first
appearance in Western Europe.6 Some jazz musicians in this country used (and

3See Voice of America Fact Sheet, 12 April 1961, unpublished (Conover papers, University of North Texas Denton
[hereafter, Conover papers]), Box 70. See also Robert McG. Thomas, “Willis Conover Is Dead at 75. Aimed Jazz at
the Soviet Bloc,” New York Times, 19 May 1996.
4As an example of the vast literature dealing with these concepts, see Ambivalent Americanizations: Popular and
Consumer Culture in Central and Eastern Europe, edited by S. Herrmann et al. (Heidelberg: Universitätsverlag
Winter Heidelberg, 2008).
5
“Own jazz” (sometimes used interchangeably with “our jazz”) has become a colloquial way of distinguishing local
jazz styles, scenes, and players from “American” or “common” jazz. During the Soviet era, and especially in Poland,
the idea of “our” jazz soon became stronger, although not universal, as even here many voices denied the opposi-
tion of “our” jazz against “common” jazz. The strengthening of the idea of “our” or “own” jazz was the first step in
the evolvement of the idea of a European jazz.
6I am refering here to the contradiction between a strong pro-American sentiment in Polish culture and the strong
Polish pride of having not only American jazz in Poland, but Polish jazz. “Polish jazz” [“Polski jazz”] meant a
special brand of jazz (and it is “Polish jazz”, not only “jazz in Poland”!), which combined the American elements
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continue to use) the name of Polski jazz as a kind of national brand. In Soviet Russia, a
similar ambivalence between American orientation and pride over “own” jazz was
common also. Here, an interesting combination of American jazz and Soviet Ėstrada
music culture evolved, giving Soviet jazz, too, an “own” stylistic image.7 This idea of
“own” jazz led also to the desire to present one’s own jazz in the motherland of
this music— the USA—and it was Conover who fulfilled that wish. In fact, Conover’s
promotion of Eastern Bloc jazz musicians in his broadcast and his invitations of them
to the USA are the best examples of a cultural jazz transfer into the “other” direction.

One of the main elements of the concept of cultural transfer is the idea that the trans-
ferred cultural element undergoes a certain change when it is transferred from the
sender to the receiver.8 This shift process happened also on the field of jazz contacts,
and in this article I stress that jazz fulfilled its role not despite, but because of this
specific shifting process. The consequence is that “jazz” in the Cold War era meant
something different in the USA than in the Eastern Bloc. In each case, jazz was situated
within a different cultural framework that defined the meanings of jazz. This resulted in
specific mutual misunderstandings, especially on the field of what constituted individ-
ual freedom and of the black-and-white discourse in jazz.

During the Cold War, the basic situation of a battle between two antagonists—the
US-led NATO versus the USSR-led Warsaw Pact—drove both into parallel structures.
Because they were committed to continuing the Cold War, the behavior of the antag-
onists became more and more similar, for example, on the field of propaganda, or cul-
tural diplomacy, as it was called officially in the US administration,9 or on the field of
inner organization. Jazz was used by each side as a weapon against its antagonist.
Especially, the Soviet Union and its affiliated Socialist countries used their “own”
jazz in order to counter the USA and the West’s cultural hegemony. On both sides,
jazz musicians varied in their willingness to be used in this way.10

It is far too simple to speak about “West” and “East” as two monolithic units. In the
Eastern Bloc, each country had its own jazz life, according to the musicians active at the
time and according to the social and political frame the musicians were situated in.
Conover was listened to in all countries, but this essay focuses on the countries
where he was sent during the Cold War, being one of the jazz ambassadors the US

of jazz with genuine Polish musical and cultural traditions, as I will describe below. See Krystian Brodacki,Historia
Jazzu w Polsce (Kraków: PWM, 2010): 19f. Regarding Poland’s Cold War-era relations with the United States, see
Rüdiger Ritter, “Mentale Fluchthilfe: Amerikanische Musik im Nachkriegspolen,” Osteuropa 1 (2011), 251–264.
7See V. B. Fejertag, “Džaz na ėstrade,” in E. D. Uvarova, Russkaja Sovetskaja ėstrada. Očerki istorii. 1946–1977
(Moskva: Iskusstvo, 1981), 328–365.
8Stuart Hall, “Encoding, Decoding in the TV-Discourse,” in Stuart Hall, ed., Culture, Media, Language (London,
1980): 128–138.
9Nicholas J. Cull, The Cold War and the United States Information Agency, American Propaganda and Public Diplo-
macy, 1945–1989 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008): xiv–xvi.
10Penny van Eschen describes examples of acceptance and resistance of jazz musicians to be used as advertisement
vehicles for US purposes. See Penny M. von Eschen, Satchmo Blows Up the World: Jazz Ambassadors Play the Cold
War (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2004). Similar discussions can be found also by observing the
travels of Eastern Bloc jazz ensembles to the West, for example the Ganelin Trio’s tour to the USA. See
Rüdiger Ritter, “Der Kontrollwahn und die Kunst: Die Macht, das Ganelin Trio und der Jazz,” Osteuropa 11
(2010), 223–234.
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administration sent into the Eastern Bloc. Conover visited Poland, the Soviet Union,
Czechoslovakia, and Hungary.

The Listeners

Recent research questions the common idea of an automatically “subversive”
nature of jazz in the Eastern Bloc societies. The reception of Conover’s broadcasts
leads to the question of whether jazz and jazz listening may have had, rather, sta-
bilizing functions, as a kind of valve helping to cope better with Socialist reality.
Detailed analyses of listeners’ behaviors may clarify this question. Roughly speaking,
in the Eastern Bloc we can distinguish between the following listeners’ groups:
young intellectuals (opposition against parents/establishment), dissidents (political
opposition), professional musicians with classical education (musical/aesthetic dis-
covery) and nomenklatura members’ sons and daughters (especially in the Soviet
Union). Listening to jazz was definitely not a lower strata phenomenon. Listeners
were dispersed all over the countries. The audience had a typical decentralized
form: beyond listeners in Moscow and Leningrad we find many listeners in
towns like Novosibirsk, Archangelsk, and others. This was similar in the other
Eastern Bloc countries, where the main listener’s centers were not always the
capitals.

In 1955, when Conover started his Music USA,11 the Post-Stalinist thaw was just
beginning. For Eastern Bloc inhabitants, listening to US jazz via radio at that time
was something extraordinary. Listeners’ memories from that time show the great
emotional motion Conover’s broadcast created in them. At these early times, three
groups of Music USA listeners can be distinguished: first, professional musicians
who either had been jazz musicians before or had hitherto played classical music;
second, members of the widespread youth culture movements in the Eastern Bloc
countries as stiliagi12 in the Soviet Union, bikiniarze13 in Poland, or potapky in Czecho-
slovakia;14 and third, “ordinary” listeners attracted by anything that promised to be
new and oriented to the future. The reception of Conover’s broadcast peaked in its
first decade. Listening to Conover during that period was a widespread phenomenon;
it formed a decisive element of the cultural memory of a whole generation, a phenom-
enon not yet limited to a certain social group.15

11It is important to stress that this was not the first VOA jazz program: Some ten years earlier, Leonard Feather had
broadcast a similar program already, which was well-known in the Eastern Bloc also, but without the strong
mythologizing content of Conover’s broadcasts. See Leonard Feather, The Jazz Years (New York: Da Capo, 1987).
12Lit.: style hunter. See Jurij Korotkov, Stiljagi: Kinopovest’ (Sankt-Peterburg: Amfora, 2009), especially the chapter
“Radiodiversija,” 223–227.
13Lit.: jitterbuggers. Maciej Chłopek. Bikiniarze. Pierwsza polska subkultura (Warszawa: Żak, 2005).
14Lit.: diving birds. Recently, these youth movements have attracted researchers’ attention. See, for example,
Marina Dmitrieva, “Jazz and Dress: Stiliagi in Soviet Russia and Beyond,” in Jazz Behind the Iron Curtain,
edited by Gertrud Pickhan and Rüdiger Ritter (Frankfurt am Main: Lang, 2010), 239–256.
15Alexei Yurchak puts it this way for the so-called Russian šestdesjatniki, but it was a phenomenon all over the
Eastern Bloc, if not worldwide. See Alexei Yurchak. Everything Was Forever, Until It Was No More: The Last
Soviet Generation (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2006): 180–181.
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With the 1970s, Conover’s broadcast declined in listenership: jazz had lost its extra-
ordinary value as “Western”music. The next generation of young people, replacing the
first “jazz generation,” now preferred rock music over jazz. The musical aesthetics and
the philosophy of rebellion and protest of jazz and rock are totally different,16 and
Conover definitely and openly rejected rock music and its aesthetics. Slowly, listening
to jazz became a habitual element of narrower jazz circles. For them, jazz already was a
kind of art music.

In this situation, Conover more than once was confronted with plans by the US
administration and by his radio program directors to cut his broadcast or even shut
it down completely. Conover succeeded in demonstrating the importance of his audi-
ence from two perspectives. First, he could demonstrate that his broadcast had encour-
aged numerous jazz musicians to start up, to become well-known in their countries or
even in the world or the USA. Second, Conover presented the feedback of the so-called
FOMUSA (Friends of Music USA) groups. As a reaction to uncountable letters to him,
Conover had implemented a listener’s organization structure in order to channel com-
munication to his audience. At any place of the world with more than twelve Music
USA listeners, Conover granted a FOMUSA group. They got a certificate and were pro-
vided with the FOMUSA newsletter.17 With the FOMUSA, Conover had a tool to
demonstrate the importance of his broadcast.

All this led to the creation of a virtual listener’s community. Listeners thought them-
selves to be important members of a global community of jazz “friends,” very similar to
the Facebook connecting system of today. In times of a state information monopoly
within the Socialist countries, the attractiveness of this kind of virtual globalization
should not be underestimated.

How Conover’s Broadcasts were Heard

Often, listening to Conover was a technical problem. In 1955, private radio receivers
already were a part of everyday life not only in East Central Europe, but also in
many parts of the Soviet Union—unlike in the years directly after World War II,
when the total destruction of infrastructure also had damaged the radio distribution
system as a whole. Nevertheless, listening to a jazz program in 1955 could be a
problem. Young people had to use the common radio at home—that is, at the home
of their parents, who did not always love this music. Young listeners therefore often
resorted to listening to Conover’s program secretly.18 In the first decade of Music

16See Rüdiger Ritter, “1968: The Emergence of a Protest Culture in Music?” in 1968 in Music, edited by Beate
Kutschke and Barley Norton (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013): 205–222.
17Jazz communities all over the world presented this certificate proudly like a relic. So did, for example, the Old
Timers of Slaný in Czechoslovakia; see the picture in Lubomír Dorůžka, Český Jazz mezi tanky a klíči 1968—1989
(Praha: Torst, 2002): 22.
18There are thousands of different models. On the one hand, a Polish mother complained about the misbehavior of
her son, who was listening to Voice of America (see Chłopek, 136), on the other hand the mother of the Russian
jazz musician Vladimir Tarasov tape-recorded Conover’s broadcast for her son every evening. See Vladimir
Tarasov. Tam-Tam (Moskva: Novoe Literaturnoe Obozrenie, 2009), 12.
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USA, listeners also had to be careful not to be heard by the secret police; in these times,
listening to Western radio networks like Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty (RFE/
RL), but also Voice of America, was controlled by spies walking around the streets.19

The invention of portable radio receivers meant a revolution here.20 Eventually,
when portable cassette player devices were introduced on the market, a musical mag-
nitizdat occurred, analogous to the literary samizdat.21

In peak times of political tension between East and West, the reception of Western
Radio stations often was jammed by Eastern Bloc counter propagandists. Listeners
proved to be very creative in finding strategies to skip jamming. In the countryside,
beyond the big cities, the jamming signals were not so intensive and so a visit to
the babushka often meant a chance to have a better reception of Conover’s progra-
m.22Additionally, they were helped by VOA technicians who tried to escape from
jamming frequencies by broadcasting their program with new ones—as long as
their Soviet counterparts reacted.23 The result was a constant cat-and-mouse play of
technicians, forcing listeners to search for frequencies, receiving times, listening
places so on. Social networks were created with the aim of forming listening commu-
nities. Groups of friends dispersed over different places in order to listen to the broad-
cast simultaneously at different locations. They wrote down the music, then came
together, compared their results and started to replay the music. Even professional
musicians used the broadcast for producing scores they could not buy anywhere, tran-
scribing the music from the radio. Thus, among the jazz community, listening habits
were created.

Listeners gave the broadcast not only a place in their daily life, but also a niche in
their living space. There are typical examples of a kind of jazz corner in ordinary
small flats in Socialist living blocks: in a small living room, in one corner all jazz-
and jazz-related devotionals were gathered—disks, books, leaflets, a FOMUSA docu-
ment—and on top of all this sat the radio receiver, the whole arrangement very sugges-
tive of traditional Russian icon corner worship spaces. Conover received photographs
of these jazz corners as fan mail, as expressions of reverence to him.24 In many places of

19Radio Liberty focused its activities toward the USSR itself; Radio Free Europe focused on satellite countries of the
Warsaw Pact. In the literature, the two broadcast networks are often combined, as RFE/RL. Within their target
markets, especially Hungary, jazz listening and jazz itself was heavily criminalized. See Gergő Havadi, “Individua-
lista, tradicionalista, forradalmár vagy megalkuvó emberek? A jazz politikai és társadalmi m egítélése az ötvenes és a
hatvanas években,” Korall 39 (2010): 31–57.
20Andreas Fickers, “Der Transistor” als technisches und kulturelles Phänomen. Die Transistorisierung der Radio- und
Fernsehempfänger in der deutschen Rundfunkindustrie von 1955 bis 1965 (Bassum: Verlag für Geschichte der Nat-
urwissenschaften und der Technik, 1998).
21The Russian word samizdat means translated “self publishing” and is used for the publication activities of Soviet
and Eastern Bloc dissidents’ independent, underground publishing activities of all sorts of printed media.Magnitiz-
datmeans the hand-to-hand distribution of music cassettes with oppositional music groups. See Yurchak, 181–190.
22On Soviet jamming, see Rimantas Pleikys, Jamming (Vilnius: Self-published, 1998). For an example for a con-
crete strategy to listen to Conover despite official efforts at jamming, see Igor’Pomerancev, Blogi. Kak menja
“glušili”, http://www.svobodanews.ru/content/blog/1972246.html, accessed 30 November 2011.
23See George W. Woodard. “Cold War Radio Jamming,” in Ross Johnson and Gene Parta (eds.), Cold War Broad-
casting: Impact on the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe: A Collection of Studies and Documents (Budapest and
New York: CEU Press, 2010): 51–66.
24Conover papers, Photographs Box 2, folder 86: material Louis Topič, Praha 1977.
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the Soviet Union, listeners produced information leaflets in the form of a local
samizdat.25

Why People Listened to Conover

Examining a concrete broadcast helps to understand why these activities were so
strong: Conover presented the music in a way that was oriented to the listener, such
that every person at the radio receiver could not help getting the impression that
this broadcast was directed especially to him personally. Conover described details of
the background of a composition in a way that listeners without any concrete idea
of America could imagine themselves familiar with this country. The way he did this
was decisive: Conover spoke slowly, with a characteristic, sonorous, baritone voice,
making the highest impression on his listeners. Memoirs, especially of Russian and
Polish listeners, are full of descriptions of the sound of Conover’s voice. Many
declare to have learned their English from him.26 Sometimes he was described as the
Levitan of the USA, by this comparing him with the most famous speaker of Radio
Moscow.27

Professional musicians listened to Conover’s broadcast to get a systematic know-
ledge of jazz music. Conover knew this, and he programmed his music especially for
this group. His playlists initially focused on jazz classics of the USA; over the years
he widened this assortment to include more and more European and World jazz,
but always with the idea of a classical canon in mind. Conover’s radio broadcasts
also influenced artists and literati who got creative impulses in their work.28 After
his travels to several Eastern European countries, Conover broadcast the discs and
reel material he had obtained from musicians, festival officials or radio stations at
home in his Music USA. Thus, for European jazz musicians and fans, the prospect
of listening to their “own” music in an US radio station of a famous radio modera-
tor was an additional stimulus to listen to Conover’s broadcast.

Audience Research as Political Issue—In East and West

In Cold War times, audience research was an important branch for all sides:
Conover himself was interested in feedback to his broadcast, as were the radio
program directors of VOA and the US administration, as the financial sources for
the station. On the other side, Socialist propaganda officers as well as secret

25The most important case of Soviet jazz samizdat is the underground periodical Kvadrat, Leningrad, edited by
Natan Lejtes.
26Leonid Pereverzev, “Džaz na “special’nom anglijskom” (I RememberWillis),” Polnyj džaz vol.21 no.123 (28 June
2001); http://www.jazz.ru/mag/123/conover.htm, accessed 6 September 2011.
27Ėlla Taranova, Levitan. Golos Stalina (Levitan: Stalin’s Voice) (Sankt-Peterburg: Partner, 2010).
28So did the so-called Avvakumite writers, among them Josif Brodskij. See, Margo Shohl Rosen, The Avvakumites of
Leningrad: Early Poetry of Dmitry Bobyshev, Joseph Brodsky, Anatoly Naiman and Evgeny Rein in Its Cultural Context
(PhD diss., Columbia University, 2011), especially the chapter “TheModel of an Artist: Willis Conover’s Jazz Hour
and the Avvakumites” (161–209). My thanks go to Margo Rosen for this. See also Elena Petrušanskaja.Muzykal’nyj
mir Iosifa Brodskogo (Sankt-Peterburg: Zvezda, 2004), especially pp. 29, 240.
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policy organizations tried also to examine the listening habits of Conover’s audi-
ences, with the aim of getting to know the intensity of jazz influences on them
and to clarify the question of whether US jazz broadcasts possibly could mean
danger for the Socialist system. No one of them could do sufficient research:
neither Conover nor Western broadcasters of the US administration could do
opinion polls in the Socialist Bloc, nor could Socialist officials do this. So,
Western researchers had to limit themselves to non-representative studies on refu-
gees or émigrés,29 and Eastern researchers interpreted secret policy dossiers. Both
sides installed research commissions or institutes trying to use the most modern
technology in order to come to better results. So we find on the one hand scientists
in the Hoover institution30 and on the other hand opinion researchers in insti-
tutions such as the Polish Komitet do Spraw radiofonii.31 Recent comparisons have
shown that the coincidence of Western and Eastern studies was relatively good.32

Thus, audience research was one of the fields encouraged, promoted and professio-
nalized by the Cold war concurrence situation.

Clash of Perceptions: Conover’s Travels to Eastern Bloc Countries

East Central Europe and the Soviet Union only was one theatre of the Cold War. This
war, being a global conflict, took place also in Africa,33 Asia, and South America.
Conover, as well as the US administration, focused on the European theatre, and
Eastern Bloc activities, likewise, focused on the USA. The comparison of reactions of
Conover to listeners’ mail from Africa and from various East Bloc countries demon-
strates that there was a clear hierarchy of importance. Conover’s travel destinations
demonstrate this further: although his broadcast was transmitted worldwide,
Conover focused on Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. He did not travel to any
black African country at all, despite the fact that he had a maximum of listeners
from countries like Nigeria or Mali. This fact shows already that his travels had a pol-
itical function within US Cold War politics.34

29On refugees, see Radio Free Europe material in Open Society Archives, Budapest, Hungary. On emigrés, the US
radio stations for abroad had special research departments for this. The Audience and Public Opinion Research
Department of Radio Free Europe regularly published bulletins with results of non-representative interviews. A
similar research activity was provided by the VOA. For current research purposes, the excerpts of listener mail
with sometimes detailed description of listeners’ habits are of high value; however a critical approach is necessary.
30Alex Inkeles, Public Opinion in Soviet Russia (Stanford: Hoover Institution, 1950).
31See the report “O pracy i sytuacji Komitetu do spraw radiofonii ‘Polskie Radio’” [About the work and the situ-
ation of the Committee for radio issues ‘Polish Radio’] [February 1955], Archiwum Akt Nowych, Warszawa,
Polska Zjednoczona Partia Robotnicza, Komitet Centralny, Wydział Kultury, Sektor Radia, Korespondencja i
nadesłane notatki 237/XVIII/122, fol. 10–30.
32R. Eugene Parta, Discovering the Hidden Listener: An Assessment of Radio Liberty and Western Broadcasting to the
USSR During the Cold War (Stanford: Hoover Institution, 2007).
33Voice of America had a special music program for African countries. See Bitrus Paul Gwamna, Multi-Cultural
Programming as a strategy in public diplomacy: Leo Sarkisian, and the Voice of America’s “Music Time in Africa” (PhD
Diss., Ohio University, 1992).
34The visits of Conover to Turkey and India also are connected with the Cold War context. The trip to Turkey,
especially, constituted a kind of attack on the Soviet Union from an uncommon part of the world.
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From 1959 onwards, Conover travelled into several Eastern Bloc countries. For each
trip, he entered as part of an official mission, as a VOA reporter, with the tickets and the
hotels financed by the US government. Additionally, he showed great personal interest
in music and musicians. That led to a doubled perception: on the one hand he was seen
as a representative of the official USA, on the other hand as a good jazz guy with a char-
ismatic ability to socialize and communicate.

Conover came to the emerging jazz festivals of the Eastern Bloc countries, and so he
became a part of an institutional and personal network. Contemporary and retrospec-
tive accounts of his behavior allow for testing the narrative of the myth of Conover as
the apolitical man dealing only with jazz and nothing more.

The results are telling: while anecdotes from the time describe Conover in enthusias-
tic tones, recent retrospective memories are much more calmed down. The same
Conover whose charismatic abilities were praised in the highest voices in former
times is now described as an ordinary radio moderator who was placed in an extraordi-
nary position by pure accident. Some eye-witnesses describe him today as a totally
normal, even somehow primitive, American—and nothing more.35 This suggests
that the judgments about Conover were combined deeply with images of America,
American life and styles of behavior. Dreams of another life were projected onto
Conover, and this formed the emotional base for judgment about him.

A second result is telling also: in his own relations of his travels to Eastern Bloc
countries, Conover describes that he often had disputes on ideology, on Viet Nam poli-
tics, and so on, what he calls “ideological wrestling.“36 Conover describes himself as a
kind of hero competing with his opponents who are weaker because their ideology is
not true—and this is nothing different than the classical US Cold War thinking. So,
despite of the myth of his “apolitical” behavior, Conover presented himself as a man
from the free world—not only with music, but also with words. A great variety of
micro-situations show that his understanding of real Socialist life was limited.

A Case Study: Conover’s First Travel into an Eastern Bloc Country: Poland 1959

Conover’s first journey in 1959 into an Eastern Bloc country led him to Poland.37

Conover himself described his deep astonishment at his arrival. Conover saw a
group of men gathering, a music band preparing to play, and he asked himself
which important personality was expected. Finally, getting out of the plane, he realized
that he himself was this person. In the next days, he got more and more astonished not
only by the Poles’ friendliness, but also by their high interest and professionalism
in jazz.

In order to understand the perception contrast correctly here, it is important to turn
back to the beginning of the Cold War. Quickly, both parts understood that this was

35L. F., email to the author.
36Willis Conover, material for an autobiography, chapter “Russia”, Conover papers, Box 101, folder “Russia,
p. II–6.
37On the background of this travel see Keith Hatschek. “The Impact of American Jazz Diplomacy in Poland During
the Cold War Era,” Jazz Perspectives vol. 4 no. 3 (2010): 253–300.
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not only a political dispute, but a competition on all fields of human activity, on
economy, politics as well as arts—so also in music. But using that very jazz as a
weapon had not yet occurred by the end of the 1940s. Rather, the Soviet Union
tried to attract European upper-class and educated people by propagating high
culture, spending great sums of money for concerts with classical music or first-class
ballet performances with the Bolshoi theatre troupe. United States Cold War officers
responded in kind, at first, programming the Boston Symphony Orchestra, along
with other upper-class cultural events.38 Here is an important coincidence between
the USA and the Soviet Union: both tried to compete with Europe on the field of
elite, “classical”music.39 This war of cultural claimants was hidden behind the militar-
ized face-off of the Cold War, but nevertheless it existed.

This situation only changed when, by accident, the US officials found out that with a
different kind of music they could make much stronger impression on European
people: during the last days of World War II and the post-war aftermath of US occu-
pation presence in the newly partitioned Germany, officials realized that not only their
own GIs, but also local nationals, were listening to the music played by Army radio
stations, such as affiliates of the American Forces Network (AFN). This shadow audi-
ence loved the music played by the broadcast network so much that even Polish radio
newspapers’ entertainment listings included jazz-oriented shows from AFN radio
stations.40 Additionally, members of the Western embassies in Eastern Bloc countries
reported from the 1950s onwards that local young people were attracted to modern,
American jazz music; this attraction led to the installation of Willis Conover’s broad-
casts.41 Jazz was on the way to a total change from a neglected musical phenomenon to
the official indicator of American values, to becoming the official American music. This
changing process was not yet finished in the 1950s, but US administration officials
already began to use jazz in this new way.42

On the other hand, also in the Eastern Bloc, radical changes in the judgment of jazz
took place. The “music of degeneration,” as jazz had earlier been called by ideologically
Stalinist leaders in various formulas,43 changed into an indicator of the existence of

38On the US struggle on the field of musical high culture see, Frances Stonor Saunders, Who Paid the Piper? The
CIA and the Cultural Cold War (London: Granta, 1999). On the Cold War as a cultural war from a Russian per-
spective, see Veronika Krašeninnkova, Amerika—Rossija: Cholodnaja vojna kul’tur. Kak amerikanskie cennosti pre-
lomljajut videnie Rossij (Moskva: Evropa, 2007).
39See Marsha Siefert. “From Cold War to Wary Peace: American Culture in the USSR and Russia,” in The Amer-
icanization of Europe. Culture, Diplomacy, and Anti-Americanism after 1945, edited by Alexander Stephan
(New York and Oxford: Berghahn, 2006), 185–217.
40See Radio i Świat no. 17 (11 November 1945). See also Rüdiger Ritter. “The Radio—a Jazz Instrument of Its
Own,” in Rüdiger Ritter and Gertrud Pickhan, ed., Jazz Behind the Iron Curtain, (Frankfurt am Main: Lang,
2010), 35–56; here 43. Even so important a jazz musician as Krzysztof Komeda came to jazz this way. He listened
to the program This is Jazz of AFN Munich, and then to Conover’s broadcasts. See Emilia Batura, Komeda. Księ-
życowy chłopiec (Poznań: Rebis 2010), 34.
41Various internal papers describe the evolution of this idea. See for example NARAWashington, RG 306 Office of
Administration 1952–1955, box 2, file: Committee, Area directors, Minutes of Area directors meeting 9 December
1954.
42On the jazz discourses of this period in America see John Gennari, Blowin’ Hot And Cool: Jazz And Its Critics
(University of Chicago Press, 2006).
43So, for example, V. Gorodinskij. Muzyka duchovnoj niščety (Moskva: Muzgiz, 1950).
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Socialist modernity—at least in Poland, where this process began already in the mid-
1950s. Here, the so-called karnawał radości,44 that is, the joy of the emerging personal
freedom after Stalin’s death, brought jazz back from the catacombs45 into the public
sphere and, furthermore, led to the installation of jazz festivals, jazz radio broadcasts,
and jazz concerts in the National Philharmonic like Norman Grantz’ “Jazz at the Phil-
harmonic” concerts in the USA.

So, in the USA as well as in Poland, dramatic changes in the assessments of jazz had
taken place, and both antagonists in the Cold War implemented jazz as a tool for their
own political goals. It was this situation Conover met when he arrived in Poland.
Conover only had knowledge of the US perspective, and so he at first could not under-
stand the Polish enthusiasm properly—a perfect example of the crucial perception
problem of East–West jazz contacts. Fortunately for jazz history, this misunderstanding
proved to be very productive, because Conover was fascinated by Polish jazz enthu-
siasm and from now on included Polish jazz, Poland, and the Poles in his thinking.

Conover and the Local Jazz Scenes

All over the world, Conover was welcomed with the highest enthusiasm—this is at least
what the myth suggests. Looking at the situation in a bit more detail, we can detect
differences. First, Conover had his preferences; second, listeners and members of the
local jazz scenes had their own expectations. In fact, Conover was regarded as an
important personality, so he was not criticized openly and directly, but in some
cases it is telling that the panegyrics in some cases are a bit less convincing than in
others.

In the eyes of the US Cold Warriors, the Soviet Union was the political main target
area; they placed a high value on conquering Soviets with jazz. So, Conover’s popularity
with the šestdesjatniki-generation was both a success for him and a great event for Soviet
jazz fans. With the on-going years, a kind of pride in an “own” Soviet jazz arose among
jazzmusicians. Themost important resultwas themusic of theGanelinTrio. They played
avant-gardist, modern jazz on a world level and thus clearly stood in contrast to more
traditional forms of jazz. But despite Conover’s clear and obvious error in not appreciat-
ing the Ganelin Trio,46 he was still respected and influential in the Soviet Union because
of the fact that this avant-garde was only a minority in the Soviet Jazz scene.47

Conover’s trip to Poland in 1959 was a total surprise not only for him but also for the
US administration. In the eyes of the US political establishment, the country was
regarded as in the margins (despite its geographical position in the middle of

44A. Krzywicki. Poststalinowski karnawał radości. V Światowy Festiwal Młodzieży i Studentów o Pokój i Przyjaźń,
Warszawa 1955. Przygotowania–przebieg–znaczenie (Warszawa: Trio, 2009).
45The underground jazz of this period in Poland is called jazz katakumbowy (“catacomb jazz”).
46See Vladimir Tarasov. Trio (Vilnius: Baltos lankos, 1998); Rüdiger Ritter. “Der Kontrollwahn und die Kunst. Die
Macht, das Ganelin Trio und der Jazz,” Osteuropa, 11 (2010), 223–234.
47Leo Fejgin, who brought the Ganelin Trio’s music into the West, diplomatically describes Conover’s misunder-
standing of this music by Conover. See Leo Fejgin, All that jazz: Avtobiografija v anekdotach (Sankt-Peterburg:
Amfora, 2009), 23.
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Europe!). But after the overwhelming welcome of Conover in Poland the country was
regarded as an important jazz battlefield. However, the end of the 1950s was the time
when the Polish government implemented the idea of an “own” jazz, coinciding with a
similar concept emerging from the jazz musicians themselves.48 They erected a strong
national narrative of Polish jazz, transforming it, under the label of Polski jazz, to a
national brand49 with a specific combination of typical American, local Polish, and
European arts music elements.50 This was a kind of realization of Conover’s jazz
music ideals. Polish jazz, with its specific sense of humor, and the Polish żal moved
him deeply. Quite apart from overt political aspects, Conover’s approach to jazz and
what for him was the Polish idea of this art coincided to a great degree. But the
Polish idea of jazz was far less unified than Conover understood it. So it is telling
whom Conover selected among Polish jazz protagonists and whom not: one of his
favorites was the pianist Adam Makowicz, whereas he seemed neither to understand
nor to appreciate the “prophet of Polish jazz” Leopold Tyrmand.51 Conover’s reaction
to Krzysztof Komeda, who soon was canonized after his early death by the Poles, was
rather distant.52

On the other side, for Polish jazzmen Conover realized the American dream, and so
he was erected as a kind of national hero. This admiration went a step further than in
the other Eastern Bloc countries. Jazz musicians from the Soviet Union53, from Cze-
choslovakia54, and from the GDR55 remarked about this with astonishment.

In the ČSSR, Conover did not fit in so perfectly. There were frictions between Con-
over’s jazz understanding and the developments in Czechoslovakia. Examination of the
Music USA programs over the years shows clearly that Conover had an idea of the
existence of a classical jazz canon. In his opinion, this canon could be broadened to
include non-American jazz artists and new aesthetic elements, but it could not be
replaced. Conover considered jazz to be a combination of entertainment and educative
music. He sharply distinguished between “good” jazz and “primitive” rock. The
country where this position was tested was the ČSSR. Already before World War II,
an understanding of jazz as a kind of academic high-cultural entertaining art flourished

48On Polish jazz in general see Krystian Brodacki, Historia jazzu w Polsce (Kraków 2010).
49There are striking coincidences between the controversial discussions of the existence or the impossibility of an
“own” Polish jazz on the one hand and the ideas of Stuart Nicholson or Mike Heffley of an emerging European
jazz. See Wacław Panek, Z polskiej krytyki jazzowej 1956–1976. Eseje, dyskusje, reportaże, recenzje, felietony, wywiady
(Kraków: PWM, 1978); Stuart Nicholson, Is Jazz Dead? (Or Has It Moved To a New Address?) (New York and
London: Routledge, 2005); Mike Heffley, Northern Sun, Southern Moon: Europe’s Reinvention of Jazz (New
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2005).
50On the habituses of Polish jazzmen during the Socialist period and after, see the sociological study of Igor Pie-
traszewski, Jazz w Polsce. Wolność improwizowana, (Kraków: Nomos, 2012).
51
“Jeden jest jazz, a Tyrmand jego prorokiem” [There Is One Jazz, And Tyrmand Is Its Prophet]—this was the title

of a folder included in the Polish paper Jazz Forum 11 (2007).
52Komeda listened to Conover’s broadcast, as all jazzmen of his time did. Conover appreciated him, but did not
share the extraordinary estimation of Polish jazzmen.
53Fejgin, 22.
54Vladimír Kouřil, Divná hudba dob nekalých. Opojný život jazzové periférie krajiny podřipské (Praha: Volvox Glo-
bator, 2006), 108.
55Interview with Bert Noglik, 4 August 2011.
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here.56 Conover appreciated this very much. In the years after the war, this was com-
bined with an intensive pro-Western orientation57 (the western part of Bohemia was
liberated by the US Army, not by the Soviets, a fact which was deeply enshrined in
the cultural memory).58 But later on, Czechoslovakian musicians developed a Czech
version of jazz-rock as a reaction against the growing popularity of rock among the
Czech youth. They strayed from Conover’s more purist musical taste, also. This
explains why his positive commentary on Czechoslovakian jazz cooled down, even if
he was too intelligent to point this out publicly. Even after 1968, in the difficult circum-
stances of the pacification politics of the regime after the Prague Spring, an official
organization called jazz-section held a strong position in Czechoslovakian jazz life.
But Conover did not mention the fate of the Czechoslovakian jazz-section with one
single word, an omission made glaring when their members finally were brought
into prison by the regime in the 1980s.59 Although many well-known jazzmen and
writers from the USA protested, Conover did not.60 He must have known about the
incarceration, because the well-known Toronto-based exiled Czechoslovakian jazz
author Josef Škvorecký informed Conover about the situation. This all demonstrates
that, under the surface of the mythical description of Conover as the “greatest Amer-
ican in the world,” telling differences and contradictions emerged.

What is Freedom?

There is no notable description of jazz or of the social role of jazz that omits the notion of
freedom. During the Cold War, the combination of jazz with a discourse of freedom
reached its peak. The US administration spread jazz into the Eastern Bloc in order to
bring freedom to the people. In a resolution of the House of Representatives from
1993, Conover was honored because “the music of Duke Ellington [… ] and other
great American artists, broadcast by Mr. Conover, have come to symbolize the
freedom and creativity of democracy for those denied freedom.”61 Conover himself
stressed the combination of jazz and freedom also. For him, jazz was “disciplined
freedom.”62 The following words by him became famous: “Jazz is a classical music

56See, for example, E. F. Burian, Jazz (Praha: Aventinum, 1928); Lubomír Dorůžka and Ivan Poledňák. Českoslo-
venský jazz. Minulost a přítomnost, (Praha: Supraphon, 1967).
57See Milan Hauner, “Ideal und Idealisierung: Die Tschechen und die USA,” Osteuropa vol. 61 no. 1 (2011), 111–
126; and Jaroslav Perpník, “Mayflower und Müll auf dem Mond: Amerika in der tschechischen Literatur,” op.cit.,
207–222.
58See Jindřich Pecka, Na demarkační čáře: Americká armada v Čechách v roce 1945 (Praha: Edice Studie, 1995).
59On the Jazz-Section see Vladimír Kouřil, Jazzová sekce v čase a nečase, 1971–1987 (Praha: Torst, 1999); on its
persecution see Oldřich Tomek, “Akce JAZZ,” Securitas imperii: 10 Sborník k problematice vztahů čs. komunistického
režimu k ,,vnitřnímu nepříteli“ (Praha: Ministerstvo vnitra éCR, 2003), 235–327. Members of the jazz-section had
good contacts with Voice of America, but nevertheless Conover remained silent. See Karel Srp, Výjimečné stavy,
Povolání Jazzová sekce (Praha: Pragma, 1994), 26.
60In the protest notes in the papers of the Jazz-Section there is no mention of Conover. See Fond “Jazzová sekce”,
Forschungsstelle Osteuropa Bremen, Box 4, folder “Protest notes. See also www.czech-tv.cz/specialy/bigbit/
osobnosti-sekupeni/jazzovasekce.php, p. 7, accessed 28 May2003.
61House of Representatives, Resolution No. 189, 8 June 1993, (Conover papers, Box 26).
62Willis Conover: speech at the 1971 American College Jazz Festival, no date (Conover papers, Box 28).
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parallel to our American political and social system.We agree in advance on the laws and
customs we abide by, and having reached agreement, we are free to do whatever we wish
within these constraints. It’s the same with jazz. The musicians agree on the key, the har-
monic changes, the tempo and the duration of the piece.Within these guidelines, they are
free to play what they want. And when people in other countries hear that quality in the
music, it stimulates a need for the same freedom in their lives.”63

Listeners in the Eastern Bloc countries expected freedom also. Irena Makowicz put it
the following way: “I have no word to describe howmuch this man meant to us. He was
a beacon of freedom”

64
—and this is only one among countless other expressions of the

same idea. When jazz listeners spoke of freedom, what did they mean? Why, American
Cold War hardliners asked, did Eastern Bloc listeners not use jazz in order to liberate
themselves from the system?65

This is a good example of the way that meanings in jazz were transformed when this
music was transferred from one cultural system to another. All spoke of freedom, but
all meant something different. The reason is the shifting phenomenon of ideas, which is
inherent in any transcultural exchange, sometimes changing the intention of the
“sending” system totally. In the Eastern Bloc, jazz got its specific meaning not
despite this shifting, but because of it—but this means that jazz worked socially in a
totally different way than it did in the USA or in the Western world more broadly.

At least for the US Cold War hardliners, broadcasting jazz into the Eastern Bloc
meant providing people with a weapon against their regimes, or at least destabilizing
the State Socialist order by weakening the obedience of people.66 More moderately-
thinking US activists thought to present the advantages of the American way of life
by broadcasting the cipher: jazz. This was the way Conover himself put it. His
famous comparison of the musical structure of jazz and the anatomy of American
democracy was an exact verbalization of that idea. In fact, the idea of jazz as a
window to the West and as a metaphor for the American way of life was widespread
in the Eastern Bloc. But this widespread understanding did not automatically translate
into a need for fighting against the regime or for a revolution with the aim of installing
US democratic structures in the Eastern Bloc countries. That was the basic misunder-
standing between US Cold Warriors and Eastern Bloc listeners. The latter understood
jazz’s freedom discourse not in an explicitly political sense, but rather as the potential to
eschew politics, a space without control, a space only devoted to self-expression (“Play
your own thing”).67 The most famous jazz musicians in the Eastern Bloc, in particular,

63Alan Heil, Voice of America: A History (New York: Columbia University Press, 2003): 288.
64Fred Bouchard, “Willis Conover: The Voice Heard Round the World: 1995 Down Beat Lifetime Achievement
Award,” Down Beat (September 1995), 28–30 (29).
65In the USA, this idea of freedom was very popular at that time. It was this notion of freedom which Radio Free
Europe used for its “Crusade for freedom”, an advertisement tour throughout the USA. See Richard Cummings,
Radio Free Europe’s “Crusade for Freedom”: Rallying Americans Behind Cold War Broadcasting, 1950–1960 (Jeffer-
son, NC: MacFarland, 2010).
66See, for example, Bernd Stöver,Die Befreiung vom Kommunismus: Amerikanische Liberation Policy im Kalten Krieg
1947–1991 (Köln: Böhlau, 2002).
67In Soviet and East Central European studies, this is a vast field. Former conceptions of a “totalitarian society” (H.
Arendt) with structures of “Durchherrschung” (S. Meuschel) today are replaced by more differentiated models of
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had reached this kind of freedom. They could perform with great personal indepen-
dence, and even the state restrictions did not influence them.68 Polish jazzmen,
especially, could freely travel to the West and back. They had reached a sort of
freedom which seemed enough for them. The ordinary listener could only dream of
this possibility, but the ordinary listener also created a kind of free space in his everyday
life—even if it did not last longer than a broadcast of Music USA. In this sense, broad-
casting jazz did not destabilize the system or evoke revolutions, but on the contrary
helped people to cope with the grey State Socialist reality by offering a space of
refuge—and thus, even stabilized the system.

The Issue of Black and White in Jazz as a Political Battlefield

US officials knew perfectly well that the race issue, as the civil rights movement gath-
ered momentum at home, was one of the main problems in propagating jazz as a
model for American values and democracy.69 In the documents of the US adminis-
tration, we find a sharp contradiction between, on the one hand, restricting on-air dis-
cussions to telling only the positive parts of the truth and, on the other, offering a
propagandistic, overwhelmingly positive picture for consumption abroad.70

Conover himself, who actively had fought for desegregation in Washington after
World War II and who was offended by Black nationalists, did not speak on this
issue in his broadcasts. 71

Jazz fans in the Eastern Bloc countries had a totally different approach to this field
than their US-American colleagues. For the fan milieu, a jazz musician from the USA
had a very high value, and this value was even higher if the musician was black.72 This
seemed to guarantee the highest plateau of authenticity and originality.73 The State

description of the society, corresponding also to the fact that the differences between the Stalinist 1950s and the last
decades of State Socialism were dramatic. The observation of social niches led to concepts such as “alternative
culture” (especially in the Czechoslovakian case), “Eigensinn [obstinacy]” (in the GDR), and forms of opposition
(“autonomy”, “rebellion”, “second public”). The idea of de-politicization in arts and media has already been
observed regarding the beginnings of Stalinism in the Soviet Union (see Jurij Murašev, “Sowjetisches Ethos und
radiofizierte Schrift. Radio, Literatur und die Entgrenzung des Politischen in den frühen dreßiger Jahren der sow-
jetischen Kultur,” in Ute Frevert and Wolfgang Braungart, Sprachen des Politischen. Medien und Medialität in der
Geschichte [Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2004], 217–245). For East Central Europe, the phenomenon of
depolitization of the arts occurred particularly after 1968. See Ritter (2013).
68The Soviet Union installed a differentiated system of granting travel permits to the West as a reward for system
conformist behavior. Jazz groups, for whom travels to the West were essential, had to fight permanently for their
image at the Soviet passport office, which installed a system of arbitrary control. See: Ritter, Macht.
69From the vast literature on this subject see Penny M. Von Eschen. Race Against Empire: Black Americans and
Anticolonialism 1937–1957, (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1997).
70Cliff Groce, Memorandum “Exploitation of Black Music for Cold War Purposes”, 25 February 1972, sent to
Willis Conover for presentation at the Congressional Hearings. Conover papers, Box 27.
71Frank Kofsky. Black Nationalism and the Revolution in Music (New York: Pathfinder Press, 1970); see the chapter
“Black Music: Cold War ‘Secret Weapon’” (109–121). A specialist like Joachim-Ernst Berendt knew about the
Kofsky attacks and defended Conover a least in personal letters to him. Joachim-Ernst Berendt to Willis
Conover, December 1970. Conover Papers, Box 29.
72This shows the first issues of the Polish newspaper Jazz from 1956.
73In his book “Black Music, White Freedom,” which was first published in the Soviet samizdat, Efim Barban con-
nected this idea to the négritude movement thus giving it a theoretical conception. See Efim Barban, Černaja
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Socialist government administration tried to benefit from this orientation. They
installed a propaganda narrative of themselves as the real defender of human values
and especially of black people who could, according to them, live in peace only in
Socialist countries, whereas they were oppressed and persecuted in capitalist countries.
The calculation was to attract the jazz milieu to their own side by offering them this
argumentation.74 Soviet officials, especially, demonstrated the correctness of this argu-
mentation by pointing to W.E.B. Du Bois75 and Paul Robeson76 as witnesses for black
freedom in socialism.

But, looking a bit deeper into the structure of State Socialist societies, behind the
official façade of friendship and comradeship with black people, a variety of anti-
black stereotypes and prejudices occurred. This could be observed in Poland: positive
opinions towards blacks were found most of all in the minority of the jazz community,
whereas resentments against them were widespread in other parts of society.77 Guest
workers from Black African countries experienced these resentments, and the very
common children’s poem Julian Tuwim’s Murzynek Bambo (Bambo the Little
Negro) demonstrates (for the Polish case) the ordinary, silent but powerful every-
day racism existing under Socialism also.78 This part of the black–white contact was
spoken of in no single way during the whole Socialist period, and also in the opposi-
tional movements of the Socialist countries, this problem remained widely unspoken.

Thus, US officials did not speak about race issues because of the civil rights move-
ment problem, and Soviet Union officials tried to activate anti-American feelings by
stressing this very point. Neither of these official distortions reached the Eastern
Bloc jazz fans, with their naïve-looking, apolitical admiration of black culture.
Conover felt that this field was too “hot” for his broadcast to start a political argumen-
tation. But he encouraged his listeners to appreciate racial and national diversity.

Music with Friends: Conover as Capitalist and Socialist Radio Moderator as well

As a result of the overwhelmingly positive reception of his broadcast and of himself in
the Eastern Bloc countries, especially in Poland, Conover played more and more music
from jazzmen from these countries in his broadcast. This had a very positive effect on

Muzyka, belaja svoboda: Muzyka i vosprijatie avangardnogo džaza (Sankt-Peterburg: Kompozitor, 2007 [samizdat
issue 1977]).
74Exemplified in the film “Oto Ameryka” from 1952 in Warsaw.
75See Kate A. Baldwin, Beyond the Color Line and the Iron Curtain: Reading Encounters Between Black and Red,
1922–1963 (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2002), esp. the Chapter “DuBois, Russia, and the
‘Refusal to be White,’” 149–201.
76Robeson wrote on jazz in the Soviet periodical Sovetskaja muzyka (7, 1949). Soviet propagandists used this article
for their purposes, quoting it as an argument for their theory of “bad” capitalist and “good” black jazz. See Grigorij
Michailovič Šneerson, Muzyka na službe reakcii (Moskva: Muzgiz, 1952), 63 (in the German edition: Halle: Saale,
1952).
77Maciej Ząbek, Biali i Czarni: Postawy Polaków wobec Afryki i Afrykanów (Warszawa: DiG, 2007).
78M. Moskalewicz, “‘Murzynek Bambo—czarny, wesoły… ’ Próba postkolonialnej interpretacji tekstu,” Teksty
Drugie vol. 1 no. 2, p. 91/92); (2005), p. 259–270. See R.C. Fereira. “Historia i ewolucja słowa ,,Murzyn" w
świecie na tle polskiego społeczeństwa,” in Afryka, Azja, Ameryka Łacińska. Wyzwania społeczno-gospodarcze w
XXI wieku, edited by M. Wague (Warszawa: “Multi Print” & Stowarzyszenie Przyjacio?ł Afryki, 2002).
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the local jazz scenes. Conover, who tried to use every possibility to produce jazz broad-
casts, used his contacts with radio personnel in Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary
for the production of special broadcasts with local jazz musicians, which were then
rebroadcast over the official State Socialist radio stations. In Poland, for example,
Conover visited the Warsaw Jazz Jamboree, where he came into contact with Andrzej
Jaroszewski, the music journalist from Polish radio, who was observing the festival
on behalf of his station. Jaroszewski subsequently opened doors, enabling Conover
access to Polish Radio. In Washington, Conover produced a special format called
Music with Friends with a music mix from international, “classic” jazz, as well as high-
lights of Polish jazz musicians. A Polish émigré, Renata Lipińska, translated Conover’s
texts, so that Polish listeners got to hear Conover’s original voice in English as well as a
Polish translation. The reels with these broadcasts were shipped to Jaroszewski, who
managed to rebroadcast them on the Polish radio. Conover established a similar distri-
bution structure with Stanislav Titzl of Radio Prague,79 and with Imre Kiss, the leader
of the Debreceni jazznapok,80 who at the same time had the necessary contacts in Hun-
garian radio.81 In the Soviet Union, attempts by Aleksej Batashev to get Conover onto
the Russian radio failed.

The US administration and Conover himself regarded his penetration into Soviet
Bloc radio as an important victory in the Cold War over the ideological enemy—
and they could point out the fact that jazz lovers in these countries appreciated these
broadcasts. But, paradoxically, the State socialist governments were convinced they
had also obtained a victory, because now listeners in their countries listened to their
own radio station and not to the American ones. This calculation was most clearly
visible in Poland, where with the beginning of the 1960s jazz broadcasts occurred on
Polish radio—as a result of the official politics to create, propagate, and encourage
an “own” jazz and an “own” jazz life so as to reduce the attraction to the American
original. It was a strategy of cutting down the danger of jazz by nationalizing it.
Polish jazz from now on would be part of a modern Socialist Polish culture, and
Conover’s broadcasts would be a part of this system, intended or not. This is a good
example of how jazz worked as a weapon for both sides. Interestingly, jazz fans did
not care—for them only the music was important. Countless listeners to Conover’s
programs declared their desire to stay apart from politics and to have interest only
in the music itself.82

79See Evá Ješutová, Od mikrofonu k posluchačům: Z osmi desetiletí českého rozhlasu (Praha: Český rozhlas, 2003),
311.
80See Debreceni Egyetem Informatikai Kar Könyvtár-Informatika Tanszék, ed., Dzsesszkrónika sajtószemmel
(1972–1976): A Debreceni Jazznapok első 5 éve (Egyetemi szakdolgozat) (Debrecen: Debreceni Egyetem, 2008).
81Personal contacts influenced the formation of jazz history: Imre Kiss had good contacts with Debrecen, but it was
much more difficult for him to work with the Budapest scene. That is why Conover came to Debrecen, and the
Debreceni jazznapok became an important centre of Hungarian jazz. Interview with Imre Kiss, 3 May 2012.
82Generally, in the Eastern Bloc a tendency towards separation of music from politics occurred. Musicians, even
the most famous ones, stressed their desire to make music, but nothing more. See Rüdiger Ritter, “‘1968’—the
emergence of a protest culture in the popular music of the Eastern Bloc?”, in Music and Protest in 1968, edited
by Beate Kutschke and Barley Norton (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 205–221, here 221.
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Conclusion

At first glance, jazz on the radio seemed to be rather apolitical, of no further impor-
tance, only entertainment. The main propaganda battles between ColdWar antagonists
focused on word and text programs. Here, the great controversies occurred; these pro-
grams were jammed at once, and for a long time; also, the scholarly work on radio
battles focused on these programs.

But already in the first years of the ColdWar, first Soviets, then US Americans, found
out that jazz had an enormous mobilizing potential which might be crucial for their
own position. From then on, up to the end of the East-West opposition, a battlefield
was opened where jazz became a weapon used by both sides. Jazz had come to
Europe and to the Soviet Union already by the 1920s at the latest, so not only the
USA, but also all European countries including the Soviet Union, had their jazz
traditions.

Jazz is labelled as “American music”, and in every jazz tradition beyond the USA a
discourse is present on the tension between the local “own” jazz and its American-
affiliated nature.83 This is, in principle, no political discussion, but a matter of music
aesthetics. If jazz is an American music, then this orients discussions of jazz develop-
ments in America. This is, at a surface level, an apolitical, cultural orientation
toward America, for which jazz exerted more pull as part of a symbol system, together
with dress, jeans, and so on.

In the situation of the Cold War, this musical aesthetic discourse took on a political
dimension. For the Americans, jazz now became their “official” style; for the Eastern
Bloc, it became the music of the class enemy. However, Socialist officials also
noticed that jazz was far more appreciated than the music of Socialist realism, and
so they tried to integrate jazz in their cultural paradigm. The result was the idea of a
distinction between “bad” “commercial” and “good” “lower-strata” jazz. For the
Soviet Union, with its understanding of world-wide cultural leadership, it was clear
that “good” jazz had to come to the Soviet Union. The result of this dual position
towards jazz was a characteristic ambivalence, which led to a constant situation of insti-
tutional uncertainty: Jazz musicians and jazz listeners never could know if listening to
jazz was labelled as positive or as criminal.

With the beginning of Conover’s jazz broadcast, both sides used jazz for their own
purposes. The US administration intended to weaken the loyalty of Eastern Bloc
inhabitants to their governments. The beginning of Conover’s jazz broadcast coincided
with steps on the part of Eastern Bloc radio to make room for jazz. Before the thaw,
Stalinists had tried to create their own aesthetic alternative models of music in order
to fight against jazz, but without success. Now, their strategy was to give US jazz a con-
trolled entrance into the Eastern Bloc in order to domesticate it. So, first in Poland,
then in other countries, a jazz life could start.

83The parallel to the music of the nineteenth century is striking: in many East European national movements of
that time, a discussion between the creation of local aesthetic models and the idea of a German hegemony in music
aesthetics was dominant.
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The US calculation failed: Eastern Bloc inhabitants did not rise against their regimes,
but implemented jazz within their own cultures. Eastern Bloc rulers managed to
control American jazz, but they failed also, because they could not stop the spreading
an American orientation in jazz, in spite of the strategy to promote their “own” jazz.

Conover was an instrument for both sides. For the US government, he advertised US
music and US values; for Eastern Bloc regimes, he helped people to come to terms with
the gray reality and additionally, he confirmed the identification of Eastern Bloc
jazzmen with their music by broadcasting local jazz musicians in his programs.84

US and Eastern Bloc Cold War propaganda officials learned from each other, a fact
made clear in propaganda manuals from that time.85 At first glance, official Soviet pub-
lications of US “radio diversion” attack their enemy heavily, but behind the scenes,
Soviet propagandists’ admiration for US radio politics and their use of American
Forces Radio and its civilian counterpart, Voice of America, as models for their own
purposes is clearly visible.86 On the other hand, the installation of government super-
vision of the VOA, in contrast to the free radio station situation within the USA,
suggests that, in response to the Cold War situation, the United States implemented
state control methods similar to their class enemy.

It is the task of propaganda to show a perfect image to the opponent and to hide all
one’s own problems and inner contradictions. For the US, the problem to hide was the
race question; for the Eastern Bloc countries, it was the human rights issue. The Cold
War situation, with its strong need for propaganda, forced both sides to confirm these
contrasts between image and inner reality.

Neither the US public nor the public of the Eastern Bloc countries were well
informed about the situation of each other. This is especially interesting for the US
case. As a result of US domestic propaganda battles, Conover remained widely
unknown in his country—a sharp contrast to his fame in the Eastern Bloc countries.
US government and Eastern Bloc governments implemented an information restric-
tion politics which drastically limited the exchange of ideas. The result was a process
of intensive stereotyping. Clichés and prejudices took the place of real judgments,
and the imaginations of each side were much stronger and much more widespread
than well-based information on the opposing side. Rumors played a large role. In
this climate, Conover became a mythologized ideal in Eastern Europe, an idol his
fans wanted to believe in.

In this situation, jazz could mean something totally different in the “East” than in the
“West”, because in the “East” the public combined jazz with their own cultural context.

84This double function was possible because Conover did not play his own music as all jazz musicians travelling to
the Eastern Bloc did. So, Conover could create these enormous identification feelings by playing “their” music in
the US radio.
85Martin Aust and Daniel Schönpflug (ed.), Vom Gegner lernen. Feindschaften und Kulturtransfers im Europa des 19.
und 20. Jahrhunderts (Frankfurt/Main: campus, 2007).
86Jurij Lukin et al., Iskusstvo i ideologičeskaja rabota partii (Moskva: Mysl’, 1976), here the chapters of
N. N. Jakovleva, “Muzyka v sisteme propagandy,” 202–229, and E. I. Bonč-Bruevič, “Iskusstvo dlja naroda i
iskusstvo protiv naroda (K kritike buržuaznych koncepcij ,massovoj kul’tury’),” 315–347. This publication was
present in Conover’s studio in the Washington VOA building—a perfect example for a mutual undercover recep-
tion of the activities of both sides.
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That is why the differences in perception, as they occurred in the meetings with
Conover, did not lead to problems among jazz fans. To play jazz was the formula to
bridge these discursive contrasts, but not to make them disappear. Conover served
as a bridge, furnishing a way to cross between the systems, and the tool he used was
his personal charisma. In this way, the misunderstandings turned out to be productive,
because they led to a continuation of the cultural transfer processes.

When the meaning of jazz as a political Cold War weapon was reduced in the 1970s
and later, it was the listening and international broadcasting structure Conover had
erected which helped him to argue for a continuation of his broadcast. So, this
process of mutual exchange could continue until the end of the Cold War. But then,
the framework changed dramatically, and Conover became more and more a
memory of the older generation.

If Conover really helped to destabilize anything, then he destabilized both systems.
He created a worldwide listening community which proceeded to act beyond bloc
boundaries. Conover’s importance was possibly most in his function as a starting
point for the contacts of a whole generation with Western and international music,
not only limited to the narrow jazz milieu but also, perhaps, broadening to the
whole of popular music.

Abstract

For jazz lovers worldwide, and particularly for listeners in Eastern Bloc countries
during the Cold War, Willis Conover’s Voice of America show, Music USA (“The
Jazz Hour” segment) provided the main source of knowledge for this music, and it
was largely through the filter of his broadcast that each of the tens of millions of listen-
ers crafted his or her understanding of “America.” Conover’s popularity in Cold War-
era Eastern Europe would be hard to overstate.

Mainstream assessments of jazz posited—and continue to posit—equivalence
between “jazz” and the “American way of life;” during the Warsaw Pact era, jazz func-
tioned as a kind of “window to the West.” From such a viewpoint, Conover’s wild
popularity seems to anoint him as a victorious Cold War warrior for the West, but
such equivalences and their conclusions are misleading, even mythical. Rather, the
reception of Conover’s radio program can be seen as part of a general mobilization
of a whole generation. “The Jazz Hour” both reflected and added impetus to a mod-
ernization process in the Eastern Bloc—a process which began with the advent of
the Cold War and continued over several decades. However, this modernization was
both responsive to, and at the same time independent of, jazz’s associations with the
United States.

With the beginning of Conover’s jazz broadcast, both US-dominated NATO and
Soviet-dominated Warsaw Pact factions used jazz for their own purposes. The US
administration and Conover himself regarded his penetration into Soviet Bloc radio
as an important victory in the Cold War over their ideological enemy. But, as jazz
gained a foothold in Soviet countries, both Conover’s Music USA and the state-
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affiliated radio stations began to broadcast local or regional versions of jazz (labelled
“own” jazz). The State socialist governments could thus claim victories of their own,
now that listeners of their countries could turn to state radio stations for jazz, as
opposed to American ones. The US administration intended to use jazz’s popularity
to weaken the loyalty of Eastern Bloc inhabitants to their governments, while the
Soviet regime sought to establish a local, “own” jazz sensibility as a way of undermining
the United States’ strategy.

Both strategies failed. Eastern Bloc inhabitants did not rise against their regimes, but
implemented jazz within their own cultures. Eastern Bloc rulers managed a degree of
control over the dissemination of jazz, but they failed also, because they could not stop
the spread of an American orientation in jazz, despite of the strategy to promote their
“own” jazz.

Conover was an instrument for both sides. For the US government, he advertised
US music and US values; for Eastern Bloc regimes, his broadcasts’ inclusion of Eastern
Bloc jazzmen promoted local and regional pride in the emerging “own” jazz styles
played within the Eastern Bloc, and now transmitted internationally. If Conover
really helped to destabilize anything, then he destabilized both systems, creating a
worldwide listening community which proceeded to act beyond bloc boundaries.
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